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Albatrosses are long-lived seabirds that experience lengthy inspired those that go back and
forth the oceans, even if this admiration has now not avoided them from being killed in huge
numbers. they're famed for his or her splendid diversifications to the marine environment,
breeding on distant islands and spending so much in their lives at sea flying enormous
distances.Drawing on his personal fieldwork and a accomplished overview of the literature,
W.L.N. Tickell now provides the 1st comparative account of the albatross family. He explores
albatross normal background Albatrosses from a geographic element of view, arranging the
birds in 4 teams for convenience. He describes a few of the types inside each one group, their
distribution and breeding biology, in addition to comparative remedies of moult, flight, behavior,
and ecology. He concludes with a assessment of conservation and human attitudes towards
albatrosses. His authoritative textual content is followed by way of a variety of maps, tables,
diagrams, and colour photographs.About the Author:W.L.N. Tickell has been a warden
naturalist, lecturer in zoology, and advisor with the BBC ordinary heritage Unit for 3 tv movies
approximately albatrosses. He was once additionally a manufacturer for the acclaimed
sequence "Life within the Freezer."
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